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Abstract—Knowledge portal is an important element within corporate knowledge management. Currently there is plentiful tools and software for knowledge portal construction, but it is not yet evident how to select, compose and configure them for any specific company and business situation. The paper describes basic principles of a new methodology PROTESYS (PROject-TEchnology-SYSTEM) for knowledge portal design, implementation and support. This methodology helps knowledge managers, business analysts and enterprise architects to (re)design and support knowledge portal. The foundational triad of this methodology includes three pillars: service orientation, enterprise architecture management and intelligent support.

I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge management system (KMS) is an essential attribute of any company in knowledge-based economy of XXI century. KMS is a class of information systems applied to managing organizational knowledge [1]. Knowledge portal [2] is a popular type of KMS implementation. Intelligent services and ontologies has a high potential for improving effectiveness of knowledge portals, but their usage in industrial applications is still limited [3], [4], [5].

The suggested PROTESYS methodology for knowledge portal design is meant for knowledge managers, business analysts and enterprise architect, which are responsible for KMS requirements analysis, conceptual design, deployment and support. This methodology helps to develop requirements and design specifications for knowledge portal both from business and IT perspective. PROTESYS methodology is being developed within RFBR project InS-PORT (Intelligent Services for ontology-based knowledge PORTal support). The goal of InS-PORT project is to develop methodology and technology, which help to build and deploy knowledge portals for commercial companies, research institutions and other organizations.

The PROTESYS methodology uses service-oriented approach, enterprise architecture management methods and intelligent support. Service orientation gives agility since it provides implementation-independent building blocks for KMS design and composition. Enterprise architecture management supports holistic design of socio-technical business systems, provides coherent languages for KMS specification and enable to move beyond IT perspective. Intelligent rule-based component supports novice knowledge managers and helps to formalize best-practices for KMS design and composition in efficient and consistent way.

II. SERVICE-ORIENTATION AND ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTING FOR KNOWLEDGE PORTAL DESIGN

A. Service-oriented approach and its application in KMS design

Since software engineering was founded as a discipline in the 70s, computer scientists have searched for ways to describe basic or advanced building blocks out of which software systems can be composed. The main advantages are reduced cost and time as well as improved quality through modularization, reusability, stability and interoperability of the resulting software systems. There are a number of different terms for building blocks, e.g., functions, procedures, modules, classes or components. Recently, service has been the central concept for a redefinition of the technical and conceptual foundation for these main building blocks from a more business-oriented perspective [6], [7], [8].

A service is defined as a unit of functionality that some entity (e.g., a system, organization, or department) makes available to its environment, and which has some value for certain entities in the environment (typically the ‘service users’). Service orientation supports current trends ranging from the service-based network economy to ICT integration with Web services. These examples already show that services of a very different nature and granularity can be discerned: they can be provided by organizations to their customers, by applications to business processes, or by technological facilities (e.g., communication networks) to applications [9].

In today’s literature the term “Knowledge Management Service” (KM service) is used differently ranging from KM service as a synonym for “product in the area of KM” to an implemented Web Service in the context of KM like a search engine. Service-oriented approach to KMS design can be found in [10], [11], [12]; [13], which partially intersects with the current research.

B. Enterprise architecture and its application in KMS design

Enterprise Architecture (EA) is an emerging cross-
disciplinary field concerned with the design, management and transformation of a modern enterprise as complex system (business and IT) to ensure values of the key stakeholders [9, 14]. According to TOGAF, enterprise management provides a strategic context for the evolution of the IT system in response to the constantly changing needs of the business environment [14].

Enterprise architecting includes development of visual multi-aspect models of the business and its IT-architecture. Such models describe business capabilities, functions, organizational structure, business processes, information systems, data and technical infrastructure [9]. Special modeling languages, like Archimate [15], are used in order to develop such models. There are three levels of architecture description in ArchiMate: business ("level of human activities"), applications ("level of software") and technologies ("level of hardware/equipment").

From business point of view, KMS is a socio-technical system of systems, which integrates multiple business and information systems of the enterprise in order to improve knowledge processes. Since KMS is not only about IT, enterprise architecting is a promising discipline for KMS design and deployment. There are already some works that point to this potential, e.g. [16].

C. Combining service orientation with enterprise architecture methods for knowledge portal design

PROTESYS methodology combines service-orientation and enterprise architecting for knowledge portal design. It employs existing service-oriented EA methodologies (e.g. Archimate [15]) and suggests architecture building blocks for KMS / knowledge portal design. There are many KM tools [17], which are typically implemented in a comprehensive corporate KMS / knowledge portal, for example, community of practice, After-Action Review, idea capture and management. Within PROTESYS methodology KM tools [17] are considered as both providers and consumers of KM services.

Service orientation may typically lead to a layered view of EA models, where the service concept is one of the main linking pins between the different layers [9, 15]. Service layers, which are made available to higher layers, are interleaved with implementation layers that realize them. Within a layer, there may also be internal services, e.g., services of supporting applications that are used by the end-user applications. How this leads to a stack of service layers and implementation layers is shown in Fig. 1. These are linked by "used by" relations, showing how the implementation layers make use of the services of other (typically 'lower') layers, and realization relations, showing how services are executed on an implementation layer. Business service: a service that fulfills a business need for a customer (internal or external to the organization). Application service: a service that exposes automated behaviour. Infrastructure service: externally visible unit of functionality, provided by one or more computational resource, exposed through well-defined interfaces, and meaningful to the environment.

So, according to Archimate layered approach, KM tools are providers and consumers of KM business, application and infrastructure services of KMS / knowledge portal within PROTESYS methodology.

![Fig. 1. Layered system of services in Archimate language](image)

Business services are based on corresponding business functions and processes, organizational roles and use various application services. Fig. 2 contains service-oriented description of one of KM tools, namely, the community of practice developed in accordance with the architectural approach [9] in the Archimate language [15] using Archi software [18]. Application services depicted at Fig. 2 may be also used for realization of various business services. For instance, "Information Storage" and "Forums" may be also used for ideas management business services. Such modular approach provides both efficiency by means of separate services operation improvement, and flexibility by means of quick assembly of new services based on combination of existing ones (same with Lego blocks).

D. "Building blocks" application for knowledge portal design

PROTESYS methodology formalizes and systematizes “building blocks” for conceptual (re)design of corporate KMS / knowledge portals and promotes knowledge reuse ideas [19]. These “building blocks” include service-oriented descriptions of popular KM tools [17] (patterns) and are based on catalogues (reference classifications) of KM services, application components and information resources. Such catalogues help to standardize “building blocks” descriptions and facilitate search, selection and configuration of KM services and components during knowledge portals design. In order to support semantic portal design “building blocks” will include services and components, which are specific for semantic web applications [3]. The selection of “building blocks” is supported by the special intelligent service (see section III).

Since KMS design (containing IT and organization parts) may be considered as a part of enterprise architecture design, the PROTESYS prototype for KMS design support will supplement functions of standard enterprise architecture management tools [22], [23], involving basic means to work with catalogues (reference classification) and “building blocks”.
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III. INTELLIGENT RULE-BASED SUPPORT FOR KM SERVICE SELECTION

The selection of KM services for knowledge portal design is supported by the special intelligent (meta)service (or knowledge-based system), which is based on the extensible rule base. This intelligent (meta)service provides recommendations on some design strategic issues, namely, suggests KM tools, methods and services (“building blocks”) for knowledge managers and business analysts based on some input parameters which describe the enterprise, its knowledge-critical domains and “as is” KM state.

Fig. 2. Service-based description of community of practice (fragment)

Fig. 3. Fragment of preliminary KM business services catalogue

Fig. 4. Fragment of preliminary KM application services catalogue

Fig. 5. Catalogue of software a required for KMS (upper level)
Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) are developed with an aim of providing assistance to the user to retrieve, analyze and make decisions within a particular knowledge domain. A rule-based system uses rules and facts to provide recommendations or diagnoses, or to solve a particular problem. The knowledgebase would contain a set of rules that represent the knowledge of the system [24], [25]. The rules are conceptually represented as IF/THEN statements with logical form: IF <predicate> THEN <consequent>. Using such statements the knowledge for a particular environment could be captured and they could be represented as set of rules.

Example rules for intelligent KM service selection (meta)service:

Rule1: IF Company’s strategy is Operational excellence THEN Best practice development may work [26].

Rule 2: IF Knowledge in the domain of interest is Ambiguous and equivocal THEN Interaction services (Interaction initiation, Networking, Communication, Collaborative authoring, Support of group work service) AND Expert search service may work [27].

The decision table is used in order to represent, integrate and run these rules—see Table I. This table has three constituents: conditions, actions and decision rules [28]. Each condition has a condition stub and a condition entry. Each action has an action stub and action entry. A decision rule, which is represented as a table column, is a combination of a set of conditions and actions.

**TABLE I. DECISION TABLE FRAGMENT FOR INTELLIGENT KM SERVICE SELECTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Rule 1</th>
<th>Rule 2</th>
<th>etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company’s strategy</td>
<td>Operational excellence</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge properties</td>
<td>Ambiguity and equivocality</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge process task</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM methods and tools</td>
<td>Best practices;</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM business services</td>
<td>Best practice development service</td>
<td>Interaction services, Expert search service</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM application services</td>
<td>Communication support (sending/receiving e-mails, voice communication, video conference)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Input parameters (conditions) are identified by knowledge managers during KMS / knowledge portal development or support – knowledge audit and diagnostics (organizational context analysis) is the initial stage of any project on KMS development; it helps to understand company’s strategy, activities and processes, key knowledge, its level, etc.

In order to improve consistency and reduce ambiguity we specified sets of conditions and actions together with their possible values and represented it in Tables II and III.

These results are based on expert knowledge and global experience, for instance, [17], [26], [27], as well as on the analysis of MAKE [21] and successful KMS implementations [29].

**TABLE II. INPUT PARAMETERS (CONDITIONS) OF KM SERVICE SELECTION DECISION-MAKING MODEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions (Input parameters)</th>
<th>Possible values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge process task</td>
<td>Knowledge generation; Knowledge accumulation; Knowledge allocation; Knowledge exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company’s strategy</td>
<td>Operation excellence; Innovation and product leadership; Customer intimacy; Business growth and extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge-related goals</td>
<td>Reduced time for required information search; Keeping critical knowledge; Improved knowledge exchange; Transmission of advanced experience/practices; Application of accumulated knowledge, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM maturity level</td>
<td>Depends on the chosen model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional areas and processes</td>
<td>Production, Procurement, Sales, Finances, Human resources management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas of knowledge</td>
<td>Customer knowledge; Knowledge of company’s products/services; Process knowledge; Knowledge of the company and business organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge types and properties</td>
<td>Explicit knowledge; Implicit knowledge; Modality (texts, drawings, tables, diagrams, formulas); Uncertainty, Complexity, Ambiguity, Eqvocality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative benefits</td>
<td>Increase in revenues, costs reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of implementation</td>
<td>Natural number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation costs</td>
<td>Natural number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company size</td>
<td>Natural number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence degree</td>
<td>Team; Department; Enterprise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III. OUTPUT PARAMETERS (ACTIONS) OF KM SERVICE SELECTION DECISION-MAKING MODEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions (Output parameters)</th>
<th>Possible values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KM tools and methods</td>
<td>Knowledge base (library, corporate memory); Best practices; Communities of practice; Lessons learned; Expertise locator; Ideas bank (ideas accumulation and management); Questions and answers service, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM business services</td>
<td>Best practice services (development, update, implementation, transfer service); Interaction services (Interaction initiation, Networking, Communication, Collaborative authoring, Support of group work service); Etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMS application (software) services</td>
<td>Information search (key words, attributes, semantics); Information storage (kinds: texts, drawings, audio, video, etc.); Navigation (topics, tasks); Information recommendation; Communication support (sending/receiving e-mails, voice communication, video conferences), Forum; Blog, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. RELATED WORK

There are some existing works, which consider KMS or knowledge portal design from service-oriented and are intended for similar purposes.

The process-oriented knowledge management of PROMOTE® has been used as a concept to define knowledge management requirements on the basis of business needs [10], [11]. The KM-Services approach has been introduced to implement the KM-system on the basis of process-oriented knowledge management. The KM-Service framework has been introduced to enable analysis, simulation and evaluation of KM-requirements and KM-solutions. Current research of these authors in this area focuses on semantic business process management and service implementation within workflow execution [30]. Although authors provided KM-Service Selection algorithm, it does not address the question of annotating KM-Services with elements of the suggested semantic framework (e.g. origin or dynamic of knowledge) and other contextual factors (e.g. company’s strategy). So the rule-based method of our PROTESYS methodology, which links KM services with different contextual factors (see Section III), may extend the work [11]. Additionally their work didn’t differentiate business- and application KM services and is mostly about application level services.

Maier R. and his colleagues [12], [13] proposed a three-layered service infrastructure that composes services from heterogeneous applications into specific KM services. The infrastructure supports discovery, call, and provision of KM services from activities within business processes. It argues that integration of KM services in organizations requires alignment of the IT infrastructure, particularly its knowledge-oriented part, with the KM portion of business strategy, that is, KM strategy. This alignment can be achieved by introducing a service infrastructure that uses the concept of KM service. Current research of on this topic links KM services with knowledge maturing process [31] and knowledge maturing activities [32]. The authors of this approach differentiate business and application-level KM services (as we do), but their service selection mechanism is mostly based on the concept of knowledge maturing. Besides the approach of Maier and his colleagues is not explicitly aligned with current methodologies and languages for enterprise architecture management.

EA modeling for KMS implementation is also suggested in [16]. Although this research provides a case study, that demonstrates applicability of the approach, it does not provide any generalized reusable models.

There is also Semantic Web Framework for designing ontology-based applications (including semantic/knowledge portals) [33]. It is a component-based framework for analyzing rapidly the required components, the dependencies between them, and selecting existing solutions. Immediate uses of the Semantic Web Framework include the identification of the components needed for a Semantic Web application in the software design phase or the identification of existing implementations of components to be reused. The main difference of this Semantic Web Framework from the PROTESYS methodology is that it is for software developers, while PROTESYS methodology is intended for knowledge managers. This difference induces many internal differences.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The paper described PROTESYS (PROject-TEchnology-SYstem) methodology for knowledge portal design, implementation and support. It merges service orientation, enterprise architecting and intelligent support for design of knowledge portals.

The idea of KM-services is to enable a clear description of KM tools, existing software and functionality of knowledge portal on a conceptual level that is independent of the underlying technology. Such a service-based view would facilitate the selection and composition of KM tools and application (software) components and stimulate reuse of proven patterns and solutions. Enterprise architectural approach is specifically relevant for KMS design that is actually a socio-technical system of systems, which integrates multiple business and information systems of the enterprise in order to improve knowledge processes efficiency. The selection of KM tools, methods and services for KMS / knowledge portal design is supported by the special intelligent (meta)service, which is based on the extensible rule base. This service integrates and formalizes good practices and expert knowledge about KMS/knowledge portal construction.

Future development of PROTESYS methodology includes the creation of reference model [34] for KM and extension of the rule-base for KM service selection. Reference model for KM will incorporate reference information both about the aforementioned KM tools, services and software (categories and typical modules), and also about reusable information resources [35], information and knowledge management processes, organizational roles and some other elements of comprehensive KMS (business and IT). Rule-base for KM service selection will be later extended using the literature survey and case study analysis. Empirical methodology justification and evaluation are also planned.
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